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NX voted #1 MCAD software by your peers on G2!
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By Jamie Tyler

It’s always important to review how NX™ software is seen in the community. User perception is critical; it’s a
reflection on how well we’re doing, and whether our continuous release cycle is resonating with you. G2’s peer
review results for spring and summer 2023 suggests we’re making great strides. Let’s take a closer look…

G2 is one of the largest and most trusted software marketplaces. More than 80 million people annually –
including employees at all Fortune 500 companies – use G2 on a regular basis to help them make smarter
software decisions that are based upon authentic peer reviews from users just like you.

· · ·

Peer reviews are a great way for prospective customers, and even existing customers, to compare products and
develop a better understanding for how those products will fit within their own ecosystem. This is made
possible by real people, real discussions, and real reviews. But peer reviews are not just helpful to the end
customer. Consolidating the insights from per reviews also enables us to see how NX is performing against
other solutions in the market, and it helps us to gain insights that we might not have otherwise obtained
through our own communication channels.

Introduction

Who are G2 and what do they do?

Why are peer reviews critical?

https://www.g2.com/categories/cad


There’s only one place to start; we’re thrilled to announce that NX was ranked #1 best mechanical computer-
aided design (MCAD) software! It’s a great testament to the continuous work from the NX development team,
and how our solutions continue to be recognized by our peers.

#1 | Best mechanical
computer-aided
design (MCAD)
software

Since we’re covering spring and summer 2023, let’s take a closer look at the badges we’ve won for these
seasons. 

Let’s start with the awards we’ve scooped for spring 2023. In total, we’ve won 15 awards, spanning across a
range of areas. We’ve been recognized as a momentum leader for MCAD, an MCAD leader in Europe, India
and the Asia Pacific, as well as a leader in 3D printing. Take a look at all of the awards we’ve won below. 

· · ·

3D printing leader
CAD leader enterprise
CAD leader
CAD mid-market leader

How did NX do?

Spring 2023 

←

CAD leader CAD leader mid-
market

MCAD best
relationship
enterprise

CAD leader small
business

MCAD leader Asia MCAD leader Asia-
Pacific MCAD leader

enterprise

→

• • • • • • • • • • •

A full list of Spring awards



CAD small business leader
MCAD best enterprise relationship
MCAD Asia leader

MCAD Asia-Pacific leader
MCAD enterprise leader
MCAD Europe leader
MCAD India leader
MCAD leader
MCAD mid-market leader
MCAD small business leader
MCAD momentum leader

And now onto summer 2023. We’ve improved on our spring 2023 performance by securing a total of 19
awards. Of course, we are the number one for MCAD software, but take a look below at some of other badges
we’ve scooped. 

· · ·

3D Printing leader
3D Printing leader mid-market
3D Printing momentum leader
CAD easiest to do business with in enterprise
CAD enterprise leader
CAD leader
CAD mid-market leader
CAD small business leader
MCAD mid-market leader
MCAD small business leader

MCAD best relationship enterprise
MCAD easiest to do business with in enterprise
MCAD Asia leader

Summer 2023 

←
3D Printing leader

mid market
3D Printing

momentum leader
CAD easiest to do
business with in

CAD Leader
Enterprise

CAD Leader CAD Leader mid-
market

CAD Leade

→

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

A full list of Summer awards



This article first appeared on the Siemens Digital Industries Software blog at https://blogs.sw.siemens.com/nx-
design/g2-votes-nx-1-in-mcad-software/

MCAD Asia-Pacific leader
MCAD enterprise leader
MCAD Europe leader
MCAD India leader
MCAD leader
MCAD momentum leader

Take me to the NX
Design blog

Visit the NX Design community 

Read the G2 peer review site for more ratings on NX 

Continue your journey with NX

https://blogs.sw.siemens.com/nx-design/
https://community.sw.siemens.com/s/topic/0TO4O000000MihTWAS/nx-design
https://www.g2.com/products/nx-cad/reviews

